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                                    Increase revenues and reduce costs by managing your physical venues more effectively

                
                                    The industry’s most comprehensive, flexible, and proven Indoor Location Services platform. Guest WiFi, Digital Wayfinding, and Asset Tracking solutions that help your spaces thrive.
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                                                    Purple has been a fantastic partner! They are always excited to support our business objectives and quick to respond to any emails/requests we may have enabling us to deliver against our organizational goals.

                                                

                                                
                                            

                                            Matthew Gao
Marketing Manager @ Walmart Canada
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                                                    Purple is always willing to think outside of the box and provide solutions. Their passion for wayfinding goes far beyond a tool, the team loves and truly believes in what they do.

                                                

                                                
                                            

                                            Amanda Crunk
Director | Department of Digital Health and Innovation @ UMC Health System
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                                                    I think it’s a highly used, highly functional and effective service; and it works well for people.

                                                

                                                
                                            

                                            Gabriel Poling
GNS Cellular Network Engineer | GTI Service Delivery @ JP Morgan – Chase
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                                                    Capturing customer feedback to continuously provide the best service and amenities is so important and partnering with Purple was a perfect fit for our needs.

                                                

                                                
                                            

                                            Lacy Larson
Director of Marketing and Communications @ Palm Beach International Airport
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                                                    We are continually looking for new ways to enhance the customer experience, and Purple has helped us do just that, with the added benefit of customer insight

                                                

                                                
                                            

                                            Ségolène de Chestret
Digital IT specialist @ McDonalds
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                                                    Purple has provided a platform that has helped us achieve our goal of elevating the fan experience.

                                                

                                                
                                            

                                            Matthew Jafarian
Vice President of Digital Strategy and Innovation @ Miami Heat
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                                                            Captive Portal

                    
                                            Provide Guest WiFi that is stable, secure, and scalable

                                    
                                    Visitors expect access to the internet. But that shouldn’t mean more work for you and your team. IT & Network teams use Purple to remove the hassle of providing Guest WiFi
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                                                            WiFi Analytics

                    
                                            Learn more about who your customers are, what they do and how they think

                                    
                                    Customers are willing to share their information in return for connectivity. Marketing teams use Purple to get better quality customer data, more quickly and at a much lower cost through their Guest WiFi.
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                                                            Digital Wayfinding

                    
                                            Direct your visitors to the right place at the right time

                                    
                                    Visitors get lost. And when that happens it costs you money in staff time and delays. Operations teams use Purple to enable customers to find their way through Digital Wayfinding.
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                                                            Asset Tracking

                    
                                            Know where your assets are in real-time

                                    
                                    When equipment is in the wrong place, staff waste time looking for it and you waste money replacing it unnecessarily. Businesses use Purple to keep track of their assets; saving them money and time.
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                                                                    Stable Guest WiFi that reduced IT site visits by 90%
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                                                                    Digital Wayfinding helping VCU Health visitors find their way
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                                                                    Automated surveys that saved €2.6million
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                                    Ready for a demo?

                                                    Speak to one of our experts
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                    Increase revenues & reduce costs with our Indoor Location Services platform that includes Guest WiFi, Digital Wayfinding & Asset Tracking solutions. Our mission is to help spaces to thrive.
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